energy could be cheaper than fossil fuel power.

renewable energy development. In this case, the source is mostly upstate hydro-power sourced in NYS for job and economic improvements to the State, and it cost or penalty) needed to be emphasized.

In our area, a new CCA called Hudson the electricity listed in the bill will be the chosen default supplier to the CCA.

but clean power helps avoid any future costs associated with destructive climate change generation. In this new contract, more Westchester municipalities have opted for green pollution with impacts to health, air, water quality and the environment, are taken into sources. This information is disclosed in the bid. The municipalities then select the

That supplier becomes the default ESCO for the town. By presenting a large demand, the would have a ready buyer for its product for a set period, taking a great deal of

1990s. Part of the deregulation was to separate power delivery from power generation. There has been some very positive and exciting local news in this area of late. It may well affect articles in previous newsletters. Now is a good time for a refresher on this since there

There has been mention of Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) in past energy sector

A coalition of more than 50 groups opposed to the ash dump proposal, including

A Victory for Grassroots Activism

Executive Committee of the Mid-Hudson Group hopes to receive your time, efforts and goals a reality will take constant efforts by individual citizens every day of the year. The

Nina Orville is the founder of Abundant Efficiency, runs community solar programs industrial building to support renewable energy production and also because the

In the subscription model for community solar, subscribers pay the solar developer a subscription payments are the way that solar developers recoup their investments over

resulted in six hundred new

Sustainable Westchester and

Community Solar Arrives in the Hudson Valley

Community Solar offers a new way for New Yorkers to benefit from solar energy while

for facts, guidance, and more information on the CCA program,

Chair's Corner

environmental policies; and to expand NYPA's ability to invest in clean energy. The

Catskill has been abandoned.
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